**Bambusa multiplex 'Riviereorum' (clumper/ non-invasive)**

- **Use:** A small multiplex with very small leaves and tiny canes, and can be easily manicured into a compact ball or low hedge. It is a very stable form of multiplex best appreciated in a small garden. For example among rocks or as a container plant.

- **Exposure/Soil:** Full to part sun. During the winter they prefer well-drained soils. Once established needs only occasional water.

- **Growth:** Grows to an average of 6-7’ feet (but possibly as tall as 12’ over many decades) with ¼ inch culms.

- **Hardiness:** Zone 7-9; Grass (Cold hardy to 12 degrees)

- **Foliage:** Evergreen, The solid culms and tiny leaves are similar to fernleaf, but smaller and more delicate.

- **Flower:** Flowering seems to occur between 2 and 7 years of age. Bamboo flowering is unusual, the flowers are similar to other grasses and the fruits grain-like, but the conditions and age of the plant for flowering is not completely understood.